
CHAOS RODS OWNERS MANUAL  

Congratulations on the purchase of your new Chaos 
rod! We appreciate your business and hope that you 
receive a lifetime of rich memories during your use of 
Chaos products. You have joined thousands of elite 
anglers from around the world who appreciate the 
level of quality, workmanship and value that can be 
found only in a Chaos rod. Incorporating the most 
advanced materials and finest components, your rod 

has been handcrafted by people who take great pride in building the finest 
fishing products available on the planet today. Tight Lines and Great Fishing! - 
from the staff of dedicated employees at Chaos Rods. 

Rod Usage and Safety Tips. After using your rod in saltwater, be certain to 
thoroughly rinse it with freshwater. Pay special attention to the guide frames, 
and any other metal parts. Use of a corrosion inhibitor is recommended on the 
guide feet. Salt tends to corrode guide frames, especially were the frame rests on 
the rod blank! Never use a graphite fishing rod in an electrical storm. ʺGraphiteʺ 
rod blanks actually consist of carbon fibers, which are excellent conductors of 
electricity! 

If your bait or lure becomes snagged, point the rod directly at the snag and pull 
straight back. This will put stress on the line, rather than the rod. By following 
this procedure, youʹll either free your lure from the snag, or break your line, no 
rod is meant to be used as a lever to disengage entangled lures. Never use the 
rod as a lever to pull on a snag. If your line and knot is in good condition, then 
your rod will break before the line when it is bent at too severe an angle while 
attempting to free your lure from a snag! Avoid ʺhigh stickingʺ your rod when 
fighting or landing fish. Graphite rods will break when they are bent in arcs that 
are tighter than they were designed to be bent. Do not place your hand on the 
rod blank above the handle while fighting or landing fish. This will put excessive 
pressure at the single point where your hand is placed, rather than allowing the 
rod to distribute the pressure exerted from a fish over the entire length of the rod 
blank.  

Do not exceed the recommended line rating for your rod. Doing so can cause 
excessive stress to your rod, and will void your rodʹs warranty. Take great care 
when transporting your rod. Use a protective rod case, whenever possible. Nicks, 
dings and scratches will greatly reduce the rods strength! 

 



WARRANTY POLICY 

Chaos rods are handcrafted and individually inspected to assure that you receive the highest 
quality product available on the market today. However, should any damage occur to your 
Chaos rod, we will repair or replace it (at our option) according to the following warranty 
stipulations. Chaos provides with your purchase the following warranties based on product type. 
This policy applies to the original owner only and may not be transferred to another person. 

30 day Unconditional Warranty Guarantee for all rod purchases (All Chaos Rods). We 
guarantee 100% customer satisfaction with your rod purchase. If you purchased your rod directly 
from Chaos and are not completely satisfied for any reason, just simply return your rod and a 
legible copy of your receipt postage paid within 30 days of purchase and we will exchange it or 
refund your purchase price, no questions asked. If you purchased a rod from a qualified Chaos 
Rods dealer and are not completely satisfied for any reason, just simply return your rod and a 
legible copy of your receipt within 30 days of purchase and the dealer will exchange it or refund 
your purchase price, no questions asked. 

1-Year Limited Warranty (All Graphite Rods). 

Limited Lifetime Warranty (All E-Glass Rods). 

WARRANTY 

Chaos Rods will repair or replace (at our option) this rod free of charge if it becomes damaged 
due to defective materials or workmanship for a period of one (1) years for graphite rods and 
lifetime for E-Glass rods as stated herein. This warranty period begins from your date of 
purchase, provided you complete and return the attached warranty registration form within 30 
days. This warranty applies to the original owner only and may not be transferred to another 
person. We reserve the right to replace a discontinued model with a current model of our 
choosing. Rods with expired warranties or rods that have become damaged due to normal wear, 
accident, misuse, or neglect may be repaired or replaced for a reasonable charge. We will advise 
you of the cost of the repair or replacement and await your approval before proceeding. 
Damaged rods should be returned directly to the Chaos Rods Service Center. Chaos Rods dealers 
are not authorized to perform service work on behalf of Chaos Rods. You must return the entire 
rod, including broken parts, freight prepaid and insured, to the address below. Please include a 
note explaining the problem, along with $20.00 check for return shipping within the USA. 
International customers are responsible for the actual return shipping and insurance charges. 

This warranty is limited to repair or replacement of the rod only, and does not cover direct, 
indirect, consequential, incidental or any other type of damage resulting 
from the use of the product. This warranty does not cover accident, 
misuse, neglect, normal wear, fire, theft, loss, or intentional damage. 
Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or 
consequential damages, so the above limitation or exclusion may not 
apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may 
also have other rights that vary from state to state.  

 




